Dark Green Genetic Color
5 = Outstanding, 4 = Very Good, 3 = Good, 2 = Moderate, 1 = Poor

Exceptional density
and summer
persistence that
naturally resists
weeds

Elite “Jacklin” turf
quality - dark green
genetic color,
beautiful texture

Exhibits good
overall resistance
to many common
turf diseases
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Genetic Color

Sudden Impact is an elite Kentucky bluegrass in the Jacklin line-up and provides
exceptionally high quality turf at fairway mowing heights of 0.5 in. (1.3 cm) to
homeowner mowing heights of 3 in. (7.6 cm).
Elite Turf Performance: Widely adapted to full sun and light shade with coast to
coast adaptation, Sudden Impact makes a pleasing “impact” with its very dark
green color and beautiful turf texture. Sudden Impact is an ideal choice by itself
or as a component for blending with other elite Jacklin bluegrasses or mixing with
top performing Jacklin perennial ryegrasses, fine fescues, and turf-type tall fescue.
Fairway Tough: With very strong establishment traits, Sudden Impact’s excellent
NTEP performance for density, traffic tolerance, and tolerance to fairway mowing
heights shows great playability without having to sacrifice turf quality.
Superior Turf Density: Exceptional year ‘round density and strong summer persistence gives Sudden Impact natural resistance to the establishment of weeds.
Improved Spring Performance: Exhibiting good spring green-up and very little
seedhead development, Sudden Impact will make a big difference in the spring
quality of your bluegrass turf when used for homes, sports fields, sod production
or golf courses.
Disease Resistance: NTEP data indicates very good overall disease resistance for
Sudden Impact. It exhibited resistance to summer patch and stem rust,
with improved resistance to dollar spot and leaf spot.
Seeding Rate: 2-3 lbs./1000 ft2 (10-15 g/m2) by itself or blended
with other bluegrasses. Mix Sudden Impact with 20% ryegrass or
80% tall fescue.

Toll Free: 1-800-688-SEED
Fax: 1-208-773-4846
www.jacklin.com
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on Jacklin bluegrasses

